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SECOND PRESIDENTIAL DEBATES HELD AT REAGAN LIBRARY 
+ 

 

 

Against the backdrop of President Ronald Reagan’s actual 

Air Force 1 that is housed inside his Simi Valley, California, 

library, 15 Republican presidential hopefuls held their 

second debate – in two separate sessions – on September 16.  

The events were sponsored and carried live by CNN. 

 

 

 

Despite Reagan’s famed 11th Commandment – “Thou shalt 

not speak ill of any fellow Republican” – the CNN debate 

moderators went out of their way to ask panelists to 

comment on specific statements made by an opponent on a 

number of issues. 
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EDITOR’S NOTE 

By Stuart Gorin  
 

The leaderships in both the U.S. Senate 

and the House promised that if re-

elected, on behalf of the American 

people, they would fight the 

administration on every issue – the Iran 

nuclear deal, Obamacare, Planned 

Parenthood, fast-track trade, the ever-growing national debt, 

homosexual marriage, etc., and etc.  But thus far, obviously, 

both have done nothing.  One word to the leaderships: 

“Meow.” 
 

There are more than 1,300 people on our ever-increasing 

distribution list, and the newsletter goes to readers not only all 

over the country, but also across our borders and beyond.  

Designer Frank Montelione and I hope to see the numbers 

continue to grow as we pass on information. 
 

We continue to cover activities of the Brevard Republican 

Executive Committee, Republican clubs in the county, and 

conservative organizations, so both elected officials and the 

typical “man-in-the-street” are kept abreast of what is 

happening at the local, state and national levels. 
 

Since Republicans as well as Conservatives will never agree 

100 percent on all issues – for example, differences between 

Tea Party members and establishment Republicans – we will 

not necessarily support any writer’s positions, but will present 

them so you, the reader, can make up your own mind – fair and 

balanced. 
 

There is a link to this issue at www.thetusk.org, and several 

recent back issues are available in the archives on the same 

website. 
 

To sign up for your free subscription (or to unsubscribe, if you 

are so inclined), or to send your comments, suggestions or 

information to share, email: spacecoasttusk@gmail.com. 

mailto:stuartgorin@gmail.com
mailto:frank.montelione@gmail.com
http://www.thetusk.org/
mailto:spacecoasttusk@gmail.com
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The moderators got their wish, as the candidates then 

criticized each other on a wide variety of issues, including 

Middle East policy, Planned Parenthood, immigration, and 

the electability of political newcomers.  These questions 

triggered confrontations among the candidates, who often 

interrupted each other.  A lot of the criticism was leveled 

against businessman Donald Trump, who is leading the 

pack in the political polling. 
 

The so-called “top eleven” candidates in national polling 

participated in the three-hour main event. 
 

Trump, in response to question about his ability to handle the 

rigors of the presidency, said his temperament is “very good, 

very calm.”  Regarding immigrants coming into the United 

States, he said, “this is a country where we speak English, 

not Spanish.”  Trump also said that since he is funding his 

campaign run with his own personal money, he would not be 

beholden to wealthy supporters.  He added, “If I become 

president, we will do something really special. We will make 

this country greater than ever before. We’ll have more jobs. 

We’ll have more of everything.” 
 

Businesswoman Carly Fiorino, in response to published 

reports that Trump had criticized her face but said on stage 

that he had been “misunderstood,” said, “I think women all 

over this country heard very clearly what Mr. Trump said.”  

She also said Washington politicians had run up large 

amounts of debt, and that Trump had done so as well in 

some of his business ventures.  “Why should we trust you to 

manage the finances of this nation?,” Fiorino asked of the 

front runner.  Regarding the Planned Parenthood debate over 

the harvesting of fetal tissue, she said the “character of this 

nation: was involved, and “If we will not stand up and force 

President Obama to veto this bill, shame on us.” 
 

Former Florida Governor Jeb Bush, responding to charges 

that his brother – former President George W. Bush – 

brought the United States into the Iraq war and gave us 

Barack Obama, said in defense that, “he kept us safe.”  But 

Bush also said he is his “own man.”  Critical of Trump’s 

idea to build a wall on the U.S. southern border to keep out 

illegal aliens, Bush said, “To build a wall and to deport 

people, half a million a month, would cost hundreds of 

billions of dollars.  It would tear families apart.” On the 

subject of Kentucky county clerk Kim Davis’ refusal to sign 

documents for homosexual couples to marry, Bush said the 

clerk is sworn to uphold the law, and “we should respect 

law.” 
 

Retired neurosurgeon Dr. Ben Carson argued for more 

restraint on the world stage when it comes to placing more 

“boots on the ground” in the Middle East conflict.  

Regarding immigration, he said, “After we seal the borders, 

after we turn off the spigot that dispenses all the goodies so 

we don’t have people coming in here, including 

employment, that people who had a pristine record, we 

should consider allowing them to become guest workers, 

primarily in the agricultural sphere, because that’s the place 

where Americans don’t seem to want to work.” 
 

Noting that the political establishment of both parties in 

Washington is “completely out of touch with the people,” 

Florida Senator Marco Rubio said he is missing votes in 

Congress “because I am leaving the Senate; I’m running for 

president.”  He said he has “an understanding of exactly 

what it is Russia and Putin are doing, and it’s pretty 

straightforward.” Rubio said Putin – who wants to reposition 

Russia, once again, as a geopolitical force – considers the 

fall of the Soviet Union “the greatest geopolitical catastrophe 

of the 20th century, and now he’s trying to reverse that. He’s 

trying to destroy NATO.” In a moment of self-deprecation, 

and recalling that he was mocked for reaching for water 

during response remarks following the State of the Union 

address, Rubio commented on California’s water shortage, 

and holding up a bottle, said, “I made sure I brought my own 

water.” 
 

Texas Senator Ted Cruz said the single biggest national 

security threat facing America right now “is the threat of a 

nuclear Iran. We’ve seen six and a half years of President 

Obama leading from behind. Weakness is provocative, and 

this Iranian nuclear deal is nothing short of catastrophic.”  

He said the deal will only accelerate Iran’s acquiring nuclear 

weapons, and if elected, he will “rip it to shreds.” Regarding 

whether to force a shutdown of the government over efforts 

to cut off funding for Planned Parenthood, Cruz said he 

would do it, and “we need to stop surrendering and start 

standing for our principles.” 
 

Wisconsin Governor Scott Walker pointed out that he 

already has stopped funding Planned Parenthood in his state, 

reallocating funding to other organizations supporting 

women’s health issues without covering abortions.  

Referring to Trump’s former reality television show “The 

Apprentice” as well as President Obama, Walker said, “We 

don’t need an apprentice in the White House.  We already 

have one.” 
 

New Jersey Governor Chris Christie, discussing border 

security, said, “We need to do it with more than just a wall. 

We need to use electronics, we need to use drones, we need 

to use FBI, DEA and ATF, and, yes, we need to take the 

fingerprint of every person who comes into this country on a 

visa, and when they overstay their visa we need to tap them 

on the shoulder and say, ‘You have overstayed your 

welcome. You’re taking advantage of the American people. 

It’s time for you to go.’ After Trump and Fiorino talked 

about what they had done in business, Christie drew 

audience applause when he said the middle-class members 

of that group “could care less about your careers; they care 

about theirs.” 
 

Former Arkansas Governor Mike Huckabee said the Iran 

deal threatens the United States, adding “We can’t treat a 

nuclear Iranian government as if it is just some government 
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that would like to have power. This is a government that for 

36 years has killed Americans; they kidnapped Americans; 

they have maimed Americans. They have sponsored terrorist 

groups, Hamas and Hezbollah, and they threaten the very 

essence of Western civilization.”  Drawing a parallel to the 

1980’s television show “The A Team,” Huckabee said of the 

group on stage with him, “We have our own A Team.  We 

even have our own Mr. T., who doesn’t mind saying about 

others, ‘You’re a fool.’” 
 

Referring to the possibility of the government being shut 

down over funding Planned Parenthood, Ohio Governor 

John Kasich said such closure would be “a fruitless effort.”  

He added that if Iran cheats on the nuclear deal, “we slap the 

sanctions back on. If they help Hamas, and Hezbollah, we 

slap the sanctions back on. And, if we find out that they may 

be developing a nuclear weapon, then the military option is 

on the table.”  Imploring the debate moderators to make the 

discussion more substantive, rather than focused on personal 

attacks, Kasich said, “If I were sitting at home and watching 

this back and forth, I would be inclined to turn it off.” 
 

Explaining that he will vote against the Iran agreement 

because he doesn’t think there is significant leverage, 

Kentucky Senator Rand Paul said, “It doesn’t mean that I 

would immediately not look at the agreement, and cut it up 

without looking to see if whether or not Iran has complied.” 

He added that the United States should continue to talk with 

Iran. Paul also pointed out that he made his career “as being 

against the Iraq war.  I was opposed to the Syrian war.  I was 

opposed to arming people who are our enemies.”  Regarding 

the federal government war on drugs, he said he believes it 

has “a racial outcome,” and he would like to see “more 

rehabilitation and less incarceration.” 
 

Four additional presidential candidates met earlier in the day 

in their own debate. 
 

Louisiana Governor Bobby Jindal said Washington 

Republicans were caving in the face of Democrat pressure.  

“I am tired of the ‘surrender caucus.’  I am angrier at the 

Republicans in D.C. than I am at the president,” he said.  

Jindal also said that too many Republicans back amnesty for 

immigrants in the country illegally.  In his closing statement, 

he said he is “a doer, not a talker.” 
 

Former Pennsylvania Senator Rick Santorum said the 

United States should raise the federal minimum wage 

because a small increase would be valuable to workers.  He 

also said that the only person who benefits from Republican 

personal attacks on Donald Trump is Democrat candidate 

Hillary Clinton. Santorum defended Kentucky clerk Kim 

Davis’ refusal to issue marriage licenses to homosexual 

couples, and he denounced the federal tax code as being 

“overly complex.” 
 

Former New York Governor George Pataki said he 

believed Trump is unfit to be president, and added that if 

Davis worked for him, he would have fired her.  Pataki also 

said he would not mind higher tax levies on hedge-fund 

managers.  He sought to portray himself as a Republican 

centrist, and in his closing statement cited his three-term 

gubernatorial experience. 
 

Explaining his call for more bipartisan cooperation, South 

Carolina Senator Lindsey Graham spoke of the deals that 

President Reagan struck with Democrats over a drink.  

“That’s the first thing I’m going to do as president. We’re 

going to drink more,” Graham joked.  On a more serious 

note, he called for more immigration in order to increase the 

American workforce to support aging workers and improve 

the party’s appeal to Hispanic voters. 
 

Five days before the CNN debates, former Texas Governor 

Rick Perry became the first presidential candidate to 

announce he was suspending his campaign, but saying the 

remaining 16 hopefuls are “a tremendous field – the best in a 

generation – so I step aside knowing our party is in good 

hands, and as long as we listen to the grassroots, the cause of 

conservatism will be too.” 
 

Perry, who trailed in the polls, reduced the size of his 

campaign earlier in the month, and ran short of funds to pay 

his staff.  Making his announcement at an Eagle Forum 

event in St. Louis, he said he had no regrets, and “It has been 

a privilege and an honor to travel this country, to speak with 

the American people about their hopes and dreams, to see a 

sense of optimism prevalent despite a season of cynical 

politics." 
 

Based on his low standing in the polls, former Virginia 

Governor Jim Gilmore was the only announced Republican 

president candidate not to be invited to participate in the 

debates. 

 
BORELLI KEYNOTES  

RLC-CEF CONSTITUTION DAY DINNER 
 

Conservative activist, television 

personality, and author Deneen 

Borelli told the Republican 

Liberty Caucus of Central East 

Florida (RLC-CEF) Constitution 

Day Dinner audience on 

September 12 that it is time to 

remind establishment politicians 

“they work for us.” 
 

Republican control of Congress, she said, “does not 

automatically mean less government,” giving as examples 

the party leaders’ failure to pass legislation abolishing 

Obamacare, defunding Planned Parenthood, stopping the 

Iran nuclear deal or curtailing illegal immigration into the 

country. 
 

Noting that the country is becoming more and more divided, 

Borelli, a Black member of the Tea Party,  said she is tired of 

the race card constantly being played by Black leaders, 
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including Jesse Jackson, Al Sharpton, President Obama and 

former Attorney General Eric Holder.  People in the Black 

community are being lied to by these leaders, who tell them 

they cannot get ahead, she said. 
 

Borelli stressed that America is an exceptional country that 

got that way through hard work and perseverance.  She 

received a loud ovation when she added, “Unlike Michelle 

Obama, I have always been proud of my country.” 
 

She closed her remarks by stating: “The country does not 

guarantee you success.  Liberty guarantees you the 

opportunity to succeed.” 
 

In her book “Blacklash: How Obama and the Left are 

Driving Americans to the Government Plantation,” Borelli 

states that the country is at a crossroads and needs to reverse 

direction.  “Nobody wants to be told they’re racist simply 

because they are too conservative to buy into Obama’s 

policies,” she writes.  “People are too nervous to speak out, 

so I’m speaking out for them.  We need change.  We really 

do.  We just can’t afford the kind that Obama and the 

Washington elites are currently advocating.” 
 

Also on the program, former Green 

Beret and CIA case officer Todd 

Wilcox – one of four Republicans 

seeking to fill the opening U.S. 

Senate seat of Florida’s Marco 

Rubio – said he is a candidate 

because he sadly fears “our 

constitutional republic is now passing 

over the horizon.”  What will replace 

it is yet to be seen, he said, but he 

refuses to sit by and watch it happen. 
 

A first-time political candidate, Wilcox said the Executive 

Branch “now stonewalls congressional investigations with 

impunity, blatantly ignoring congressional statutes, and 

enacts ever encroaching executive actions with total 

disregard for the rule of law.” 
 

Pointing out that “right or wrong, conservatives have 

surrendered their most powerful tool because they fear the 

new entitlement culture will jeopardize their reelection,” he 

said Congress is now the weakest branch of government. 
 

His campaign website is www.toddwilcox2016.com,and his 

Facebook page is 

www.facebook.com/toddwilcox2016. 
 

Republican Party of Florida 

(RPOF) Chairman Blaise  Ingoglia 
told the dinner attendees that nothing 

is more important than to fix 

Washington and take back our 

country, and to do so, “we must 

deliver Florida to the GOP nominee.” He described GOP as 

standing for the “Grand Opportunity Party.” 
 

“We want everyone to be successful – no exceptions,” 

Ingoglia said.  He said the party must resolve to recognize 

past mistakes and embrace the “new future” of a grassroots 

army and the use of technology.   
 

“There is no need to change our message,” he added, “but 

we need to change the way to deliver it.  The future is in our 

hands.” 
 

The RLC-CEF’s prestigious 

Jefferson Cup was presented this 

year to one of its own – RLC 

National Chairman Matt Nye.  
The citizen watchdog and Tea 

Party organizer, who has been at 

the vanguard of fighting corruption 

in Brevard County, said he was 

honored to receive the cup. 
 

Each year, the organization presents the Jefferson Cup to a 

person who dedicates himself or herself to core Jeffersonian 

principles: upholding and supporting limited government, 

lower taxes, free markets, and personal freedoms and 

liberties. 
 

Bob White, chairman of the Republican Liberty Caucus of 

Florida, as well as the RLC-CEF, said in his message to the 

dinner that the RLC is known as “the Conscience of the 

Republican Party because we are fearless in holding our 

party and our elected officials accountable for their actions.” 
 

He added, “We celebrate the Constitution, the Founders, and 

the men and women of the U.S. Armed Forces…But we who 

love liberty must also recommit ourselves to the values and 

principles that will uphold liberty and preserve it for our 

children and our children’s children.” 

 
POSEY DISCUSSES NUMEROUS TOPICS  

WITH CONSTITUENTS 
 

Meeting with constituents at several 

organizations’ gatherings in Brevard 

County during the Congressional recess 

last month, Representative Bill Posey 

discussed a variety of topics, including 

the Middle East, Obamacare, 

immigration, the national debt and the 

leadership in Congress. 
 

Posey spoke at the Space Coast Chapter of ACT for 

America! on August 11, a joint barbeque co-sponsored by 

the Space Coast Republican Club and the North Brevard 

Republican Club on August 16, and the Republican Club of 

Brevard on August 19. 
 

Stressing that Iran poses a threat to our national security and 

condemns our ally, Israel, he expressed his disapproval that 

the president took his nuclear deal to the United Nations 

without presenting it first to Congress, and that the removal 

http://www.facebook.com/toddwilcox2016
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of sanctions on the Tehran government gives it millions of 

dollars for weapons.  Posey also disapproved of the side 

agreements the administration signed with Iran that Congress 

cannot see, as well as the fact that we can only verify Iran’s 

nuclear buildup at its convenience. 
 

Preaching to the choir, he also said ISIS is a serious threat 

for which we still have no clear plan or mission. Before we 

send troops into war, we have to have specific goals, he 

added. 
 

Regarding Libya, Posey said we have only scratched the 

surface on Benghazi, and every congressional hearing is 

yielding more information about the loss of our ambassador 

and three other Americans on September 11, 2012. 
 

What he had to say about Obamacare was that it is the 

president’s “signature contribution for the destruction of our 

country.” 
 

Regarding the problem of illegal immigration, Posey said 

those crossing the southern border are carrying guns and 

drugs, and are involved in human trafficking.  Despite what 

the other side is saying, he added that those crossing are not 

doing so to pick fruit in order to send money back to their 

families.  Current law requires 700 miles of double fencing 

along the Mexican border, but in reality only forty miles 

have been built, Posey said. 
 

He said the ever-climbing national debt is another big threat 

to the United States, and we need more tax payers than the 

current number of tax receivers.  However, he added that he 

has always supported a strong national defense budget, and 

he opposed the sequestration that is having an adverse effect 

on our military. 
 

Discussing the failed move to replace Speaker of the House 

John Boehner, Posey said that because of his role in the 

effort, he is now “in the minority of our majority,” and many 

of his colleagues – who want to remain in the Speaker’s 

good graces – are angry with him.  He noted that while 

Boehner never voted for a tax increase or called for an 

earmark during his years in the House, he did support the 

unpopular fast track trade bill, and he failed to defund 

Obamacare or Planned Parenthood. 
 

“Congress is more leadership driven than membership 

driven,” Posey said.  
 

He also spoke about the realities of Republican and 

Democrat voting strength in the U.S. Senate – where 60 

votes are often required, and there are only 54 Republicans – 

and how that translates into passing or not passing bills sent 

from the House of Representatives, or even hearing or not 

hearing bills, as well as the odds of being able to overturn 

presidential vetoes. 
 

Showing that there is some hope for the future, Posey said, 

“the next generation will be more attuned than ours.” 

SHEA KING CRITICIZES 

PORT CANAVERAL GULFTAINER LEASE 
 

Addressing the Space Coast 

Chapter of ACT! FOR 

AMERICA on September 8, 

Radio Patriot Andrea Shea 

King called the recent 

unanimous decision by the Port 

Canaveral Commission to award 

a 35-year lease to Gulftainer – a 

container terminal operation 

owned by the United Arab Emirates Jafar family – an 

“invitation to terrorism.” 
 

Quoting the website www.1776channel.com, Shea King said 

the lease was negotiated in secret – with no open bidding 

allowed – by Chief Executive Officer Jack Walsh, and 

approved by the Obama administration without a national 

security review. 
 

This, she said, was despite Port Canaveral’s strategic 

location and proximity to several of the U.S. government’s 

most sensitive space and defense installations.  The 

administration approval was granted by Treasury Secretary 

Jack Lew, a long-time associate of former President Bill 

Clinton, who has ties to the Mideast, Shea King added. 
 

Also, she said, Canaveral is noted for being a cruise ship 

terminal, and not necessarily a cargo terminal. 
 

She said 1776 Channel reported as well that Gulftainer also 

operates the Iraq Container Terminal on the Persian Gulf, 

and allegedly has been shipping weapons through that 

terminal to two Iranian-backed terrorist militia groups in 

Iraq.  This information, she said, was reportedly leaked to 

Iraqi media by Iraq General Port Company officials. 
 

It was “unclear” if anyone in the administration had accessed 

any intelligence reports on the possible Gulftainer 

involvement in trafficking weapons, Shea King said. 
 

Previously, she said, Gulftainer had attempted to secure a 

lease at the Port of Jacksonville, close to a submarine base 

and a naval air station, but that was rebuffed by Port of 

Jacksonville officials. 
 

RPOF QUARTERLY MEETING HELD IN TAMPA 
 

Republican Party of Florida Chairman Blaise Ingoglia 
told the RPOF summer quarterly meeting held in Tampa 

August 28-29 that positive reforms during his first year in 

office include signing up more than 1,000 volunteers for the 

2016 campaign already, hiring bilingual spokesperson Wadi 

Gaitan on the staff, and launching the “largest ground game 

on data acquisition this state has ever seen.” 
 

He also mentioned all the education and training that’s been 

made available to party leaders as they strive to reelect every 

Republican state representative and senator. 

http://www.1776channel.com/
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Ingoglia, who also represents a portion of Hernando County 

in the State Legislature, said that despite speculation to the 

contrary in the media, he has never offered himself as a 

candidate for Speaker of the House, and is not going to do 

so. 
 

Four Republicans seeking the nomination to compete in the 

race to replace Senator Marco Rubio addressed the 

quarterly meeting: 
 

Lieutenant Governor Carlos Lopez-Cantera said 

Washington candidates and elected officials “are very good 

at telling you what the problem is; they're very good at 

pointing fingers…What they're not very good at is getting 

things done.” He stressed that in Florida, he has been 

“getting things done, while others only talk about it.” 
 

U.S. Representative Ron DeSantis, an Iraq War veteran 

and graduate of Yale and Harvard Law Schools, promised to 

limit the federal government’s size, reduce taxes and 

regulations and demand a balanced budget amendment to 

lower the $18 trillion national debt.  He also said that he is 

“sick and tired” of the Obama administration’s treatment of 

Cuban President Raul Castro and Iran’s Supreme Leader 

Ayatollah Ali Khamenei better than that of Israeli Prime 

Minister Benjamin Netanyahu. 
 

U.S. Representative David Jolly said the U.S. national debt 

“constitutes the greatest threat to our national security,” and 

he would “stand up” to Washington Republicans, whom he 

described as “go-along, get along, look the other way” 

lawmakers who have “gotten us down this fiscal cliff.”  He 

also said he opposed the administration’s positions on 

immigration, veterans' health care and trade. 
 

Todd Wilcox, a political newcomer and defense contractor 

who served as a Special Forces and CIA combat veteran, 

declared Democrat leaders such as President Obama, Hillary 

Clinton, Elizabeth Warren and Bernie Sanders as enemies of 

the state “out to fundamentally destroy America,” which 

they could not have done “without deliberately trying to 

degrade our capacity and our capability on the world stage." 

 
BREC NOTES 
 

-- The Brevard Republican Executive Committee (BREC) at 

its meeting on September 9, viewed a video presentation of 

two speakers at the 2015 Lincoln-Reagan Dinner – Florida 

Lieutenant Governor Carlos Lopez-Cantera and CFO 

Jeff Atwater.  BREC member Barry Plans, who filmed the 

June 5 dinner, created the video. 
 

-- BREC treasurer Linda Fern Davis announced that the 

2016 Lincoln-Reagan Dinner will be held on March 11, four 

days before the Florida presidential preference primary, in 

order to invite one of the presidential candidates to be the 

guest speaker. 

-- Brevard County state committeewoman Carlie Rogers 

announced that prior to the 2016 state elections, slate cards 

will be printed so voters will know which registered 

Republicans will be on ballots, including candidates in non-

partisan races, such as for school board, judges, and 

municipal seats. 
 

-- BREC vice chairman Rick Lacey urged members to 

remember Ronald Reagan’s 11th commandment, to do no 

harm to another Republican.  If you must criticize, he said, 

criticize Democrats, and there are three reasons to do so: 1) 

their support for the Black Lives Matter movement; 2) their 

support for Planned Parenthood; and 3) their support for the 

Iran nuclear deal. 
 

-- Hannah Hughes was introduced as the new Republican 

Party of Florida Space Coast Regional Field Director. 
 

-- BREC member Connie Smith urged members to sign the 

e-verify constitutional amendment petition at 

www.floridiansforeverifynow.org to keep illegal immigrants 

from taking jobs away from Americans in Florida. 
 

-- BREC member Beth Young announced that the bi-annual 

Honoring Veterans Military Dinner and Auction will be held 

November 7, featuring retired Lieutenant Colonel Ronald 

Frye, who served in Desert Storm, as guest speaker.  She 

said there also will be a tribute to service members killed in 

action. 
 

-- Four new members were sworn-in as BREC 

committeemen and committeewomen. 
 

POLITICIANS’ REACTION TO  

THE CHICKEN CROSSING THE ROAD 
 

Donald Trump:   All Mexican chickens who wish to cross 

this road must submit to a complete background check, and 

full body search.  
 

JohnMcCain:   My friends, the chicken crossed the road 

because he recognized the need to engage in cooperation and 

dialogue with all the chickens on the other side of the road.  
 

Hillary Clinton:   What difference at this point does it make 

why the chicken crossed the road? 
 

Bill Clinton:   I did not cross the road with that chicken.  
 

Al Gore:   I invented the chicken.  
 

John Kerry:   Although I voted to let the chicken cross the 

road, I am now against it!  It was the wrong road to cross, 

and I was misled about the chicken's intentions.  I am not for 

it now, and will remain against it.  
 

Barack Obama:  Let me be perfectly clear, if the chickens 

like their eggs, they can keep their eggs.  No chicken will be 

required to cross the road to surrender her eggs.  Period.      

          

http://www.floridiansforeverifynow.org/
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THIS AND THAT 
 

BAUER.  In one of his “End of Day 

Reports,” Campaign for Working 

Families President Gary Bauer wrote 

of his participation last month in the 

Alaskan cruise sponsored by “The 

Weekly Standard.”  He said the theme of 

every question and answer session 

throughout the week from the 250-some 

participants was the same: “Why do the 

Democrats always succeed in advancing 

their agenda and Republicans have such trouble?” They were 

sick and tired that we are utterly unable to stop the 

Democrats from pushing the country to the left, Bauer said, 

adding that he wished Republican leaders had been on board 

to listen. 
 

LUTTRELL.  The new face of the 

National Rifle Association is retired 

Navy SEAL – the nationally recognized 

“Lone Survivor,” who says in a tv ad 

that ISIS does not frighten him, and he 

would not hesitate to use his Second 

Amendment rights to take on terrorists.  

In the video, he says: “You hate my 

freedom, my religion and my country. 

You try to control me with violence and intimidation. You 

think you can muzzle me with fear? Don't ever confuse me 

with my politicians or my media. I am an American, free-

born and free-bred."  Luttrell told Fox News he was "sick 

and tired" watching America "beat around the bush" about 

radical Islam. 
 

RONALD REAGAN CLUBS.  Brevard County realtor 

Martin Lamb, who recently returned from a 10-day trip 

through China, said that while the communist nation does 

not recognize religion, there are “lots of underground 

Christians” there.  His son, Patrick, is a missionary in China, 

and has to hold religious services during secret meetings.  

Lamb told the Ronald Reagan Clubs on August 27 there are 

80 million Christians among China’s 1.35 billion population.  

He said he found it interesting that while China is known for 

its “one child per family” rule, he still saw kids “all over the 

place.”  Despite a freefall on world markets, Lamb said, 

Chinese leaders are telling their citizens “don’t sell stocks, 

they are coming back.”  They are also urging people to save 

to buy a home, since no loans are made in the country.  

Lamb also showed the club a photo he took of a t-shirt that is 

being sold in China.  It is printed with a picture of President 

Obama in a Chinese military uniform with the title 

“Obamaua” – incorporating the name of their revered leader, 

Mau Tse-tung.  China recognized Obama, Lamb said, as one 

of “the communist leaders in the world.” 
 

ENVIRONMENTAL DESTRUCTION AGENCY.  Oops, 

I mean the “Protection” agency – which last month caused 

millions of gallons of toxic waste to pollute Colorado’s 

Animas River – is at it again.  This time, the agency is 

threatening a Wyoming farmer for the “offense” of building 

a stock pond on his land without asking the exalted EPA for 

permission.  Farmer Andy Johnson received approval from 

the Wyoming engineer's office for the pond, which was 

designed to provide water for his livestock, create wetlands 

and habitat for fish and wildlife, and purify the water that 

flows through it.  But the miffed EPA, which didn’t receive 

permission first – even though the Clean Water Act 

explicitly exempts livestock ponds from its jurisdiction – is 

fining Johnson $37,500 a day for not destroying the pond.  

The fines are now in excess of $16 million, and the Pacific 

Legal Foundation is taking the case of this outrageous abuse 

of power against EPA to court pro-bono. 
 

NINTH CIRCUS.  The 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in 

San Francisco – otherwise known as the Ninth Circus – is at 

it again.  The court has overruled the Court of Immigration 

Appeals, and said an illegal transgendered female should not 

be deported back to Mexico.  The appeals court said 

transgender people “can be especially vulnerable to 

harassment and attacks, and shouldn't be equated with gays 

and lesbians by U.S. immigration officials determining 

whether to grant asylum.” 
 

SUSAN B. ANTHONY LIST.  The pro-life group Susan B. 

Anthony List on September 3 invited more than 2,000 

Democrat congressional staffers to a screening of the Center 

for Medical Progress’ undercover Planned Parenthood 

videos.  Ironically, fewer than a dozen staffers showed up for 

the screening, and they were outnumbered by members of 

the media.  The videos have triggered multiple investigations 

and calls to defund Planned Parenthood of its taxpayer 

dollars. 
 

GILLELAND.  In author Donald 

Gilleland’s third book, “America: An 

Exceptional Nation,” he details 

numerous examples of his 

explanation.  This includes, but it not 

limited to, America as a food basket 

to the world and as a security blanket 

for other nations.  It is an effort to 

show why everyone should believe in 

American Exceptionalism.  

Discussing the book at the New 

Millennium Conservative Club on 

August 17, Gilleland explained that he wrote the book in 

reaction to President Obama’s 2009 press conference in 

France in which he said America was exceptional “just like 

other nations,” which meant to him that the president really 

did not consider America to be “exceptional.” 
 

SCHOOL BAN.  There’s a school district in Tennessee – 

Dickson County by name – that has warned students they 

will be kicked out of school if they bring a certain banned 

object on school property.  Okay, guns?  No.  Knives?  No.  

Drugs? No.  According to “The Blaze” website, the banned 
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object is our American flag – The Stars and Stripes, Old 

Glory.   It seems the school board officials don’t want to 

“offend” anybody.  Know where those officials ought to go? 
 

GET ‘EM WHILE THEY’RE YOUNG.  In order to 

“protect” little kids who don’t fall into male or female on the 

“gender spectrum,”principal Sam Bass at Miraloma 

Elementary School in “gay old” San Francisco has done 

away with gender-specific bathrooms – starting with 

kindergarteners, reports “Liberty News Now.”  California 

law already allows students to use whichever gender 

bathroom that they identify with – but apparently Miraloma 

is the first elementary school in the state to do away with 

male or female altogether. “We changed the signs, we 

changed the way we teach our students that we don’t have 

boys and girls restrooms, we have restrooms,” Bass said. 
 

ESPN.  Retired Boston Red Sox pitcher Curt Schilling was 

scheduled to broadcast a Little League game on ESPN.  But 

Schilling, who is known for being a conservative, made the 

“politically correct mistake” in a tweet of comparing Radical 

Islam to the Nazis in World War II, so the network punished 

him by yanking him off it and future assignments.  Now, 

let’s see, doesn’t ESPN stand for Extremely Socialistic 

Pandering Nitwits? 
 

BLICKLEY.  Addressing the Heritage 

Isle Republican Club on September 3, 

Brevard County Property Appraiser 

Dana Blickley explained that while her 

office is responsible for identifying and 

listing every parcel of property in the 

county, it does not set the assessed value.  

That, she said, is set by market prices.  

Regarding the Heritage Isle community – 

which is expected to be turned over to the residents by the 

builder later this year – Blickley said that following Florida 

Statute 193.0235, no tax is assessed on the club house and 

pool as long as the community remains gated and closed to 

the public with the exception of some minor events.  Even if 

the residents later purchase the club house from private 

ownership, that statute will remain in effect, she said, adding 

that individuals’ tax assessments already reflect higher 

values because the community has the club house and other 

amenities. 
 

FLORIDA SHOOTING RANGE. The “Sarasota Herald-

Tribune” reported in June that two range officials at the 

Florida Fish and Wildlife Commission’s Cecil M. Webb 

Shooting Range enriched themselves for several years by 

keeping the monies collected for spent brass that was 

recycled.  These funds were supposed to be used by the state 

for the Florida Youth Hunt Program.  The newspaper 

pointed out that that “no small sum” was involved, since the 

range has 100,000 visitors a year, and the commission’s 

inspector general said a criminal investigation was being 

aggressively pursued against the range officials. 
 

CITIZENS UNITED POLL.  More than 4,100 grassroots 

conservatives took part in a recent Citizens United single 

question poll on “what is the one issue you would like to see 

Congress address next?”  Border security, answered by 31 

percent of the respondents, came in first.  The other double 

digit results were to defund Planned Parenthood, with 16 

percent; repeal Obamacare, 15 percent; and a balanced 

budget amendment, 12 percent.  Declaring war on ISIS was 

fifth, with 8 percent of the votes cast. 
 

STAND YOUR GROUND.  The NRA reported in its 

“America’s 1st Freedom” magazine that when two burglars 

entered the home of an elderly man in Dade County, Florida 

– who was not named in the item – shots were fired.  One 

intruder died at the scene and the other was taken to a 

hospital.  The magazine said the 77-year-old homeowner 

was cooperating with the police, who were treating the 

incident as a “stand your ground” case. 
 

FOOTBALL FAN POWER.  The scene was the Friday 

night football season opener at Brandon High School in 

Rankin County, Mississippi.  The high school marching 

band had planned to perform the hymn “How Great Thou 

Art” at halftime, but enter liberal U.S. District Judge 

Carleton Reeves, who fined the county school district $7,500 

for “promoting Christianity during school hours,” and 

ordered it to stop sponsoring prayers at graduations, 

assemblies, athletic competitions and other school events.  

So the band’s performance was cancelled.  But that didn’t 

stop the several hundred parents and students in the stands; 

they stood and sang the hymn anyway, without musical 

accompaniment. 
 

GIVE HIM A HAND.  The following item comes from 

radio talk show host Rush Limbaugh’s “The Limbaugh 

Letter”: Visiting Nintendo offices to test the company’s new 

“Super Mario Maker” video game, “Business Insider” 

reporter Ben Gilbert focused on the game’s on-screen hand 

image instead of its technical innovations.  Offended because 

it was a white, female hand, the reporter – whom Limbaugh 

described as a white crying “white privilege” – wrote, “What 

if I were, say, a 10-year old black girl?  Or a 30-year old 

Japanese man?”  Oops, Limbaugh said, noting that after 

Gilbert’s article was published, Nintendo pointed out that 

users can easily choose “more options, including various 

skin tones” for the hand.  Limbaugh then concluded, “In fact, 

one option is a cat’s paw – which will no doubt offend the 

transdog population.” 
 

QUOTE OF THE MONTH.  This comes from a Black 

Conservative woman in Missouri, who told Limbaugh that 

she made and handed out t-shirts with the following 

message: "Liberalism is what smart looks like to stupid 

people." 
 

KNOCK KNOCK.  We wish we had thought of this first, 

but it comes to us from “National Review” magazine:  

“Knock knock. Who’s there? Ayatollah.  Ayatollah who?  
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Ayatollah you I’m not gonna abide by any nuclear 

agreement.” 
 

AN ANAGRAM FOR THE AGES. Take the phrase “an 

Arab-backed imposter,” rearrange all the letters, and lo and 

behold, you get “President Barack Obama.” 

 
QUOTABLE QUOTES 
 

 Retired U.S. Navy Admiral James 

“Ace” Lyons, writing on the Obama 

administration’s planned 

capitulation in “The Washington 

Times National Weekly”: 
 

 “There is no shortage of critics of 

the recently concluded nuclear 

agreement that President Obama has 

reached with the evil Iranian 

theocracy.  All the ‘known concessions’ by the Obama 

administration should come as no surprise.  Make no mistake 

– these concessions were not due to incompetence nor the 

inability to negotiate.  They are part of the president’s 

planned agenda to fundamentally transform America by 

diminishing our stature and credibility.  It is another example 

of his misguided view that America must be humbled for the 

many ‘problems’ we have caused throughout the 

world….This treaty must be rejected.  While being 

challenged throughout the world, the Obama administration 

continues with its senseless unilateral disarmament of our 

military forces, thereby jeopardizing our national security.  

As if disarmament were not enough, our military is being 

forced to train the military forces of our potential 

enemies….Compounding the problem is the use of our 

military as a social engineering laboratory to advance Mr. 

Obama’s political and social agenda.  With regard to the 

promotion of the gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender life 

style, my late friend M. Stanton Evans in his monumental 

book ‘The Theme is Freedom’ had it right when he called it 

a return to the ‘pagan ethic.’  Clearly, the Obama 

administration is attacking the American way of life from all 

aspects.  Our open border policy makes absolutely no 

sense….The corruption of our government agencies, fostered 

by the Obama administration, should not be overlooked.  

The selective enforcement of our laws and traditions has 

lowered Americans’ respect and trust of those agencies. 

However, taken in the aggregate, the fundamental 

transformation of America is taking place with no objections 

from Congress and the Supreme Court, which are supposed 

to prevent illegal and unconstitutional acts by an out-of-

control president.  Congress and the high court, and for that 

matter, our military leadership, are complicit in these illegal 

actions by not faithfully executing their oaths of office….It 

is now time to take back America.” 
 

Foundation for American Immigration Reform (FAIR) 

President Dan Stein, writing on Donald Trump’s 

immigration plan in “The American Spectator”: 

“Whatever anyone might think of 

Donald Trump, his recently unveiled 

blueprint for immigration reform is a 

serious plan, worthy of serious 

consideration. It fundamentally 

changes the terms of a Barack 

Obama.” long-simmering debate that 

has consistently failed to reach any 

sort of resolution by establishing a 

public interest objective, coupled 

with meaningful deterrence and 

enforcement.  Three times in the past decade — 2006, 2007, 

and 2013 — bipartisan immigration "reform" legislation has 

died in Congress because the plans being proposed were 

strongly opposed by the American public. Each of those 

attempts at overhauling our immigration policies were 

centered on satisfying the demands of millions of people 

who broke our laws and businesses that wanted even greater 

access to cheaper foreign labor.  Little, if any, attention was 

paid to the interests of the American people and the impact 

that mass amnesty and massive increases in immigration 

would have on workers, taxpayers, or the common good. 

The best the politicians could offer were promises of future 

enforcement — the same ones that had been made and 

broken countless times — and worthless blather about 

securing the border, even as they provided new incentives 

for people to cross it. Understandably, the American public 

vehemently rejected these bipartisan efforts to sell them out.  

Trump's position paper, ‘Immigration Reform that Will 

Make America Great Again,’ represents a real break with 

past failed attempts to enact immigration reform. First and 

foremost, it defines a public interest objective for 

immigration: ‘Real immigration reform puts the needs of 

working people first — not wealthy globetrotting donors… 

Any immigration plan must improve jobs, wages and 

security for all Americans,’ states the document….There is 

certainly room for politicians from both parties to quibble 

with specific details of Trump's immigration reform 

blueprint. But the basic premise of his proposal — that the 

policy should protect and serve the best interests of the 

American people by establishing meaningful deterrence and 

enforcement against those who break our laws — embodies 

the core principles of true immigration reform.” 
 

Radio talk show host Rush 

Limbaugh, writing on “The Left 

Goes Totalitarian” in his “Limbaugh 

Letter” magazine: 
 

“The left is in full fury against anyone 

who dares stand in opposition.  You 

see it around you, from the local 

bakery, to the photo shop, to Supreme Court justices who 

dissent.  All dissent, in fact, must be stamped out.  The mob 

is called out, and the left’s most vicious henchmen open up 

the arsenal of destruction, straight from the sewer.  Leftists 

have been tallying up victories, but they are not satisfied 

with that.  It’s not enough that they beat their opponents at 
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the ballot box or in court.  In their defeat, the left’s 

opponents must be humiliated, crushed – and converted. And 

they must be taught never, ever, to dissent again. I have been 

cataloguing this for years, as the left has gathered strength 

and power in its long, ruinous march through American 

institutions….They’re totalitarians – they will not brook 

opposition….Leftists claim they’re all about equality, 

tolerance, fairness.  But that’s a lie.  They’re about total 

domination….As the left continues to attack, you see them 

grow angrier with each victory.  There isn’t a sense of 

triumph – just pent up rage, and a furious focus on the next 

target….But the truth is, in all of this, the left is making a 

strategic mistake….Opposition is growing.  A vast majority 

of the American people do not come close to supporting 

what Planned Parenthood is doing, their horrific ‘baby chop 

shop’ business, selling baby body parts harvested during 

abortions.  That kind of cultural rot, that kind of depravity, is 

an anathema to most Americans….Opposing views are 

embraced by a majority of the American public. I believe the 

left knows this, and that’s the source of their fury.  I think 

the left realizes they’re a minority, and that any gains 

they’ve made are highly vulnerable….So be of good cheer.  

Their totalitarian tactics are proof that they fear us; and that 

they know they do not control the American people’s 

hearts.” 
 

Republican presidential candidate Dr. 

Ben Carson, writing on the “Black Lives 

Matter” movement in “USA Today”: 
 

The idea that disrupting and protesting 

Bernie Sanders speeches will change 

what is wrong in America is lunacy. The 

‘BlackLivesMatter’ movement is focused 

on the wrong targets, to the detriment of 

blacks who would like to see real change 

and to the benefit of its powerful white liberal funders using 

the attacks on Sanders for political purposes that mean 

nothing for the problems that face our community.  The 

notion that some lives might matter less than others is meant 

to enrage. That anger is distracting us from what matters 

most. We're right to be angry, but we have to stay smart. Of 

course, the protesters are right that racial policing issues 

exist and some rotten policemen took actions that killed 

innocent people. Those actions were inexcusable and they 

should be prosecuted to deter such acts in the future. But 

unjust treatment from police did not fill our inner cities with 

people who face growing hopelessness. Young men and 

women can't find jobs. Parents don't have the skills to 

compete in a modern job market. Far too many families are 

torn and tattered by self-inflicted wounds. Violence often 

walks alongside people who have given up hope….Teaching 

is a tough job and thank God there was a teacher who 

convinced me that I was not dumb, but our schools are 

failing and we have no power to abandon them. The actions 

of rogue police officers take black lives one at a time. Our 

public school system has destroyed black lives not in the 

ones and twos, but in whole generations.  The schools don’t 

teach and our children don’t learn. Too many public schools 

are controlled by teachers unions focused more on the 

convenience and compensation of adults rather than the 

education of children who started out far behind. Their 

failures don't kill as quickly, but they do kill as surely as a 

bullet….We should have a talk with the Democratic Party.  

Let's tell them, we don’t want to be clothed, fed and housed. 

We want honor and dignity. We don't want a plan to give us 

public housing in nice neighborhoods. We want an end to 

excuses for schools that leave us without the means to buy 

our own houses where we choose to live. We want the skills 

needed to compete, not a consolation prize of Section 8, 

Food Stamps and a lifetime of government paperwork.  

Finally, we need to go over to the Republican Party. We 

need to tell them they have ignored us for too long. They 

need to invite us in and listen to us. We need to 

communicate and find a different way.” 
 

 Rick Manning, president of 

Americans for Limited Government, 

writing on global warming alarmists in 

“Investor’s Business Daily”: 
 

“Global warming alarmists must be 

shaking their heads in disbelief. Just 

when they felt they had the stars 

aligned to push their anti-

capitalism/free enterprise agenda on 

the international stage and claim the 

power that they crave, the climate and scientists have begun 

to turn against them.  Sydney, Australia, has snow for the 

first time since 1836….In other news, the Big Island of 

Hawaii had snowfall in July. Not to be outdone, the Sierra 

Nevada mountain range in California also had snowfall this 

July. Antarctica set a new record for ice extent in 2014 and 

continues to set records for how much ice covers the oceans 

surrounding this southern hemisphere continent as 2015 

progresses. And to confuse the science-is-settled-on-global-

warming crowd even further, some solar scientists are now 

projecting that due to changes in the sun's cycles, the earth is 

likely to suffer from what is known as a "Little Ice Age" 

starting in 2030, as the heat-giving star settles into a very 

rare pattern of inactivity. Imagine their consternation at 

learning that the sun actually plays a role in the earth's 

temperature….Yet the Obama administration pushes on with 

their attempts to destroy coal-fired electric generation, as 

well as the misguided taxpayer funding of bird- and bat-

destroying wind farms and regulatory schemes intended to 

hamstring oil-based domestic energy production.  The reason 

is simple. The global warming agenda is not about the 

planet. Otherwise, world environmental do-gooders would 

be focused upon the world's worst polluting nation, China, 

rather than giving them a pass. The head of the U.N. 

Framework Convention on Climate Change, Christiana 

Figueres, readily admits that the real climate change agenda 

has nothing to do with the environment, but instead is about 

redistribution of wealth. "This is probably the most difficult 

task we have ever given ourselves," she says, ‘which is to 
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intentionally transform the economic development model, 

for the first time in human history’….The only way to beat 

this global economic coup d'état is to beat them politically 

with the first step being to stop taxpayer funding for those 

who plot our national demise at the Environmental 

Protection Agency, the United Nations and elsewhere.” 
 

 Retired Army General Jerry Curry, 

writing on East is East and West is 

West on the NewPatriotsBlog 

website: 
 

“Many years ago, I attended the 

Infantry Officer Advanced Course at 

Fort Benning, Georgia.  Probably ten 

percent of the students attending that 

ten month course of instruction were 

from foreign countries.  For about half of the course my 

tablemate was an Arab. We studied together, completed 

homework assignments together, got to know each other's 

families and generally enjoyed each other's company. Part of 

that time we students were immersed in reading about, 

researching and discussing wars and problems of the Middle 

East. By this time my Arab classmate and I had, I thought, 

become close friends. A question popped into my mind, and 

without evaluating it, I said…’Each time you Arabs start a 

war with Israel, they beat your socks off. Why don't you 

learn your lesson and quit making war on them?’...My Arab 

officer friend didn't get angry. He didn't even think before 

replying…’You are absolutely right. Each time we attack the 

Israelis they whip us. But have you noticed that with each 

loss we get better. We get whipped not as badly as in the war 

before.’  Then he got a faraway look in his eyes, pounded on 

the table and said, ‘Sometime in the next thousand years, we 

will win!’  Up until then I’d never thought in terms of a 

thousand years….During the 1st Gulf War, U.S. and Arab 

forces fought side by side and some of the officers became 

close friends. When the war ended in victory there was a 

celebration in the Officer's Club with congratulations all 

around. A lot of handshaking and hugging was going on. It 

was a time of displaying real brotherly love. Seeing this, one 

of the senior Arab generals felt the need to set the record 

straight. ‘Look,’ he said to a small cluster of American 

generals, ’We’ve fought together and some of us have died 

together. I know you feel that makes us brothers. But that’s 

not the way it is in my world…There will be no tomorrow 

for us jointly. No matter how much you have helped my 

country and you came and helped us when we desperately 

needed your help and no matter how friendly you feel 

toward us, we are still Muslims and you are still Christians. 

That means that in our eyes, we can never be brothers. I'm 

sorry, but to us, you will always be Infidels!’….Also, I 

learned what Kipling meant when he wrote: ‘East is East, 

and West is West, and never the twain shall meet.’" 
 

 Author Don Gilleland, writing on abortion in “Florida 

Today”: 
 

“Abortion is a killer issue that is 

once more receiving enormous 

attention from the news media. It 

raises its controversial head center 

stage in almost all political 

discussions about health care 

programs. Progressives want 

contraceptive options and abortions 

covered in the government's health 

care plan, while conservatives want 

no federal money spent on abortions at all….Many people 

view abortion in absolute terms. They believe it is either 

infanticide or a woman's right to decide about her own body. 

In truth, it may be somewhere in between, because there is 

more at stake than a woman's body.  Abortion is an intensely 

personal issue about which each side claims to be on the side 

of the angels. Notice that everyone is for something and no 

one is against anything; thus, we have such catch phrases as 

pro-life and pro-choice.  Some people believe women should 

have complete control of their own bodies, concluding that 

unborn babies are nothing more than an insensate nonviable 

collection of human tissue that needs no representation in 

these discussions.   Of course, a sonogram early in 

pregnancy will dispel this myth, as does microsurgery 

performed on babies still in the womb. A fetus is a distinctly 

separate individual with its own blood type and DNA, and 

the question that must be addressed is: Who speaks for the 

baby….The current controversy over Planned Parenthood 

allegedly selling baby body parts ought to confirm the reality 

that a fetus is a baby, else how could it have marketable 

parts, such as heart, liver, spleen and kidneys.  I suspect the 

abortion issue will not be resolved any time soon, but the 

evolving public sentiment seems to be migrating toward pro-

life, despite Roe v. Wade. Incidentally, abortion is not 

mentioned anywhere in the Roe v. Wade precedent. A 

woman's right to have a legal abortion was a judicial 

interpretation of the intent of Roe v. Wade, which was 

actually about a woman's right to privacy.” 
 

Republican National Committee 

Co-Chairman Sharon Day, writing 

on Republican women and Hillary 

Clinton in the RNC “Grassroots 

Quarterly”: 
 

“As the race for the White House 

heats up, the Republican Party knows 

what we’re up against: the old Clinton 

Machine.  But we know that the facts are on our side, and as 

we make our case to female voters – in fact as we make our 

case to all voters – we will continue to hold Hillary Clinton 

accountable for her secrecy and her scandals.  We will make 

sure, as the messengers and leaders of our party, that voters 

know the facts that define Hillary Clinton.  Facts like Hillary 

Clinton paid the women on her Senate staff less than the 

men; Hillary Clinton’s party chairwoman said there should 

be zero protections for an unborn child.  Zero; Hillary  
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Clinton’s Foundation raked in millions of dollars from 

countries with terrible records of violating women’s rights; 

Hillary Clinton’s State Department failed to label Boko 

Haram – a group that would later kidnap hundreds of 

innocent Nigerian girls – a terrorist organization.  These are 

the facts.  And Americans can decide whether Hillary is 

standing up for women or if she is letting all women down.  

We know what the Democrats are going to do.  They will go 

back to their tired playbook of treating women like single-

issue voters.  But while Democrats have been busy 

stereotyping women, Republican women have been busy 

breaking barriers, and yes, even glass ceilings.  We are the 

Party of the nation’s first Latina Governor – New Mexico 

Governor Susana Martinez; We are the Party of the 

nation’s youngest governor – South Carolina Governor 

Nikki Haley; We are the Party of the first female combat 

veteran in the Senate – Iowa Senator Joni Ernst; and the 

first female fighter pilot in American history – Arizona 

Congresswoman Martha McSally; We are the Party of the 

nation’s youngest congresswoman in history – New York 

Congresswoman Elise Stefanik.  And the list goes on.  

Because this Party – our Republican Party – makes history 

by electing strong, principled women to lead America.” 
 

 

THOUGHTS TO PONDER 
 

“It’s not how liberal the media are.  The question is: How 

much are they believed, how much are they trusted?  You’re 

never going to stop the press from being left-wing.  You 

can’t do a thing to stop that.  But what you can do is expose 

their lack of credibility.  You have to do it every single day.  

That’s what motivates me, because it works.” 

 

-- Media Research Center founder and president Brent 

Bozell 

 

-0- 
 

“Among the many memorable sights and sounds (and 

smells) of Occupy Wall Street was the young man who was 

very eager to speak to me about derivatives trading, which, 

he promised me, was positioned to sucker-punch the world 

economy even more brutally than the mortgage bubble had. 

He seemed to have a great deal of information at his 

command: The derivatives market was so many trillions of 

dollars and was inadequately regulated in such-and-such a 

way, etc. Listening to him speak for a bit, I told him I had 

only one question that I’d like him to answer: ‘What’s a 

derivative?’ Sputter, stutter, stammer, hem and haw. He had 

no idea. It was something Wall Street types did, and it was . . 

. bad.” 

 

-- “National Review” correspondent Kevin Williamson 

 

-0- 

 

“When five largely unrepresentative and unaccountable 

people can decide to impose their moral values on a nation 

of 320 million, we really are not a nation of laws, but a 

nation of men….Anthony Kennedy decided to insert his will 

and morality into the discussion and shut up everyone else. 

He thought he could shut down the conversation. He only 

made it angrier.” 

 

And 

 

“Hillary Clinton, to distract everyone from the ongoing 

criminal investigation against her, has gone after Jeb Bush 

over ‘anchor babies.’ Clinton declared on twitter, ’They’re 

called babies.’  This is a woman who defends an 

organization that cuts open a child’s head, while the child is 

still living with a beating heart, to take the child’s brain.” 

 

-- “Red State” editor Erick Erickson 
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“In a reckless and potentially illegal act of paranoia, Mrs. 

Clinton decided to keep her emails private —and that the 

rules didn’t apply to her. Since her scheme was discovered, 

she has wounded herself with misleading statements or flat-

out lies, putting herself in legal jeopardy, diminishing her 

standing with voters, and damaging her reputation.” 

 

-- Political analyst and columnist Karl Rove 

 

-0- 
 

“If Hillary Clinton went to prison, would the Secret Service 

protect her there?” 

 

-- “National Review” senior political correspondent Jim 

Geraghty 

 

-0- 
 

“Duck Analogy: If it looks like treason.  If it smells like 

treason.  If it sounds like treason.  It IS treason.” 

-- Anonymous 
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UPCOMING BREVARD COUNTY EVENTS 
 

October 1 – Heritage Isle Republican Club meeting, Viera, 10 am. 
 

October 1 – Brevard 9/12 meeting, Kol Mashiach Synagogue, Melbourne, 6 pm. 
 

October 5 – Republican Liberty Caucus of Central East Florida meeting, MeMaw’s Restaurant, Melbourne, 7 pm. 
 

October 7 – Brevard Federated Republican Women meeting, Holiday Inn, Viera, 11 am. 
 

October 12 – The Space Coast Patriots meeting, Merritt Island Library, 6 pm. 
 

October 13 – ACT! For America Space Coast Chapter meeting, Government Complex Building C, Viera, 6:30 pm.  
 

October 14 – Brevard Republican Executive Committee meeting, Holiday Inn, Viera, 7 pm. 
 

October 15 – Republican Women’s Network of South Brevard meeting, Eau Gallie Yacht Club, 11 am. 
 

October 19 – New Millennium Conservative Club meeting, Suntree-Viera Library, 6:30 pm. 
 

October 20 – North Brevard Republican Club meeting, La Cita Country Club, Titusville, 7 pm. 
 

October 21 – Republican Mentors’ Club of Brevard meeting, MeMaw’s Restaurant, Melbourne, 7 pm. 
 

October 22 – Brevard Young Republicans meeting, Surfdawg’s, Melbourne, 6:30 pm. 
 

October 22 – Ronald Reagan Clubs meeting, Jimmy’s Restaurant, Rockledge, 7 pm. 
 

October 28 – The Space Coast Republican Club meeting, Red Lobster, Merritt Island, 11 am. 

 
 

COMICAL CLOSER 
 

Doctors at the CDC say a new disease that has already infected over half of the United States is anticipated to continue to spread.  

Symptoms include severe scalp pain from pulling one’s hair while watching the president pander to Muslim terrorists; 

uncontrolled heartburn from swallowing the fact that he was elected twice; and extreme hunger due to vomiting from seeing 

terrorists murder innocent people.  The disease is called Post Islamic Stress Trauma with Apologetic Whitehouse Fatigue, or 

PIST-AWF. 

 

SEVERAL PAGES OF PERTINENT POLITICAL CARTOONS AND PHOTOS FOLLOW 
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Hillary: "Bill, how long am I going to be in here?"   
 

Bill: "At this point, what difference does it make?" 

 


